
 Unifying Leptogenesis and Dark Matter 
(PDB, NOW 2006;Anisimov,PDB,0812.5085;PDB, P.Ludl,S. Palomarez-Ruiz 1606.06238) 

•  Interference between NA and NB can give sizeable CP decaying asymmetries 
able to produce a matter-antimatter asymmetry but since MDM>MS necessarily 
NDM=N3 and M1≃M2 ⇒ leptogenesis with quasi-degenerate neutrino masses 

δlep≣(M2-M1)/M1 

δDM≣(M3-MS)/MS 

(Covi,Roulet,Visssani ‘96) 

Efficiency factor Analytical expression for the asymmetry:  
 

•  MS ≳ 2 Tsph ≃ 300 GeV ⇒   10 TeV ≲ MDM ≲ 10 PeV  
•  MS ≲  10 TeV 
•  δlep ~ 10-5  ⇒  leptogenesis is not fully resonant   



 
                Conclusion    



Non-adiabatic conversion  

    
(Anisimov,PDB ’08; P.Ludl.PDB,S.Palomarez-Ruiz ’16) 

Landau-Zener formula  
 

Adiabaticity parameter 
at the resonance  
 

(remember that we need only a small fraction to be converted so necessarily 𝛾res<<<1) 

⇒ 

⇒ 
For successful dark-
matter genesis  
 

2 options: either Λ<MPl  and  𝜆AS<<< 1  or  𝜆AS~ 1  and Λ>>>MPl :   
                               it is possible to think of models in both cases. 



Two fully flavoured regime 

(α = τ, e+µ) 

Flavoured decay parameters:        



 Density matrix formalism to 
describe the transition regimes  

(De Simone, Riotto ’06; Beneke, Gabrecht, Fidler, Herranen, Schwaller ’10,  
Blanchet,PDB,Jones,Marzola ‘11) 

 
Unflavoured regime limit 

Fully two-flavoured  
    regime limit 



(Abada et al.’ 07; Blanchet,PDB,Raffelt;Blanchet,PDB ’08) 
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 Density matrix and CTP formalism 
to describe the transition regimes  
(De Simone, Riotto ’06; Beneke, Gabrecht, Fidler, Herranen, Schwaller ‘10) 

 
Unflavoured regime limit 

Fully two-flavoured  
    regime limit 



(Abada et al.’ 07; Blanchet,PDB,Raffelt;Blanchet,PDB ’08) 
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Affleck-Dine Baryogenesis 
In the Supersymmetric SM there are many “flat directions” 
in the space of a field composed of squarks and/or sleptons  

F term  D term  

(Affleck, Dine ‘85) 

A flat direction can be parametrized in terms of a  
complex field (AD field) that carries a baryon number   
that is violated dynamically during inflation  

The final asymmetry is � TRH and the observed one can 
be reproduced   for low values TRH � 10 GeV  ! 



Gravitational Baryogenesis 
(Davoudiasl,Kribs,Kitano,Murayama,Steinhardt ‘04) 

It works   efficiently and asymmetries even much larger than  
the observed one are generated for  TRH >> 100 GeV 
 

TRH 

The key ingredient is a CP violating interaction between the derivative of  
the Ricci scalar curvature R  and the baryon number current Jm: 

It is natural 
to have this 
operator in 
quantum gravity 
and in supergravity 

Cutoff 
scale of 
the effective 
theory 



Total CP asymmetries 
(Flanz,Paschos,Sarkar’95; Covi,Roulet,Vissani’96; Buchmüller,Plümacher’98) 
 

It does not depend on U ! 



1) 

N1 

2) 

N1 
� 

� 

e+� 

e+� 

+ 

Additional contribution to CP violation:   

depends on U ! f N ` 1

f N ¹̀ 0
1

(α = τ, e+µ) 
(Nardi,Racker,Roulet ’06) 



A lower bound on neutrino masses (IO)   

NB-L= 0.001, 0.01, 0.1  P,i  INVERTED ORDERING 

m1 ≳ 3 meV⇒Si mi ≳ 100 meV  (not necessarily deviation from HL)  



Crossing level solutions  
(Akhmedov, Frigerio, Smirnov hep-ph/0305322) 

Ø About the crossing levels the N1 CP asymmetry is  enhanced   
 
Ø  The correct BAU can be attained for a fine tuned choice of parameters 

but even more importantly these solutions imply huge fine-tuned 
cancellations in the seesaw formula. Many realistic models have made 
use of these solutions  

 
 
      
  
 

 
 

 

(e.g. Ji, Mohapatra,Nasri ‘10; Buccella, Falcone, Nardi, ’12; Altarelli, Meloni ’14,  
       Feng, Meloni, Meroni, Nardi ’15; Addazi, Bianchi, Ricciardi 1510.00243) 
 

compact  
spectrum 

Mi/GeV 



Crossing level solutions  
(Akhmedov, Frigerio, Smirnov hep-ph/0305322) 

Ø About the crossing levels the N1 CP asymmetry is  enhanced   
 
Ø  The correct BAU can be attained for a fine tuned choice of parameters: 

many realistic models have made use of these solutions  
 
 
      
  
 

 
 

 
(e.g. Ji, Mohapatra,Nasri ‘10; Buccella, Falcone, Nardi, ’12; Altarelli, Meloni ’14,  
       Feng, Meloni, Meroni, Nardi ’15; Addazi, Bianchi, Ricciardi 1510.00243) 
 

compact  
spectrum 

Mi/GeV 



 A possible GUT origin 
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eff GUT

1 h
M

µ=
Λ

eff GUT !MΛ >>

(Anisimov,PDB, 2010, unpublished) 

h 



iiU νν αα ∑=
NOνA results (Neutrino 2016)   

�m2
atm, or IO, with m2

3 �m2
2 = �m2

sol and m2
2 �m2

1 = �m2
atm. For example, in a recent

global analysis [24] it is found matm ⌘
p
m 2

3 �m 2
1 ' 0.0495 eV and msol ⌘

p
�m2

sol '

0.0087 eV.

Finally, the cosmological observations place an upper bound on the sum of the neutrino

masses and recently the Planck collaboration found
P

i mi . 0.23 eV that, combined with

the measurements of msol and matm, translates into the upper bound

m1 . 0.07 eV . (10)

For NO the leptonic mixing matrix can be parameterised in the usual standard way 9

U (NO) =

0

B@
c12 c13 s12 c13 s13 e�i �

�s12 c23 � c12 s23 s13 ei � c12 c23 � s12 s23 s13 ei � s23 c13
s12 s23 � c12 c23 s13 ei � �c12 s23 � s12 c23 s13 ei � c23 c13

1

CA diag
�
ei ⇢, 1, ei�

�
,

(11)

(sij ⌘ sin ✓ij, cij ⌘ cos ✓ij) while for IO, within our convention for labelling light neutrino

masses and adopting the usual definition for the thee mixing angles ✓ij, the columns of

the leptonic mixing matrix have to be permuted in a way that

U (IO) =

0

B@
s13 e�i � c12 c13 s12 c13
s23 c13 �s12 c23 � c12 s23 s13 ei � c12 c23 � s12 s23 s13 ei �

c23 c13 s12 s23 � c12 c23 s13 ei � �c12 s23 � s12 c23 s13 ei �

1

CA diag
�
ei�, ei ⇢, 1

�
.

(12)

The mixing angles, respectively the reactor, the solar and the atmospheric one, are

now measured with the following best fit values and 1� (3�) ranges [23] for NO and IO

respectively,

✓13 = 8.8� ± 0.4� (7.6�–9.9�) and ✓13 = 8.9� ± 0.4� (7.7�–9.9�) , (13)

✓12 = 33.7� ± 1.1� (30.6�–36.8�) and ✓12 = 33.7� ± 1.1� (30.6�–36.8�) ,

✓23 = 41.4�+1.9�

�1.4� (37.7�–52.3�) and ✓23 = 42.4�+8.0�

�1.8� (38.1�–52.3�) .

It is interesting that current experimental data also start to put constraints on the Dirac

phase and the following best fit values and 1� errors are found for NO and IO respectively,

�/⇡ = �0.61+0.38
�0.27 and �/⇡ = �0.69+0.29

�0.33 , (14)

while all values [�⇡,+⇡] are still allowed at 3�.

9In the PDG parameterization the matrix of Majorana phases is defined as diag
⇣
1, ei

↵21
2 , e

i
↵31
2

⌘
and,

therefore, one simply has ↵31 = 2(� � ⇢) and ↵21 = �2 ⇢.

10

Some tension with T2K results not detecting any deviation 
from maximal mixing 
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                Building a cosmological model: general strategy      
 
 
 
 
 

         

•  Assume an equation of state: p=p(ε) 

•  Plug the equation of state into the fluid equation 
 

                         ⇒ε = ε(a)  
 
 
•   Finally plug ε(a) into the Friedmann equation 

 
                                                           ⇒ a=a(t) ⇒ε = ε(t)  
 

                                                                    
•  Example: Matter universe 
 
pM=0  ⇒εM = εM0/a3 ⇒ (flat universe) a(t)= (t/t0)2/3, t0=2H0

-1/3 
  
   

                

		
d(εa3)
dt

= −pda
3

dt



Flat Universe with 1 fluid : summary of the results 

 
    Matter   
   Universe   

    equation   
    of state  

    fluid  
  equation   
      

  Friedmann   
   equation 

  Age of the  
    Universe 

   Radiation   
   Universe   

     

⇒     if   
      

   de Sitter   
    model    

    energy  
    density  
   vs. time 

M 

R 

     p=-ε 
     ω=-1               ε=ε0=const  

         
     INFINITE !  
         

     ε=ε0=const  
         

   Fluids with 
    constant 
      p/ε   

  (Flat Universe)   (Flat Universe)   (Flat Universe) 



      

eVTdec  26.0≅yrtdec
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           Matter-radiation equality 
 
 
 
 

           From the Einstein equations specialized  to the FRW metrics:  

		
p= pM + pR , ε = εM +εR

Consider and admixture of 2 fluids: matter (M) and radiation (R) : 

with equations of state: 

		
pM =0, pR =

1
3εR ,

That, from the fluid equation, lead to : 

		

εM =
εM ,0
a3

, εR =
εR ,0
a4

The equality matter-radiation time is defined as: 

		

εM0
aeq
3 =

εR0
aeq
4 ⇒ aeq =

εR0
εM0

=
ΩR0
ΩM0



      

eVTdec  26.0≅yrtdec
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           Friedmann cosmology as a conservative system  
 
 
 
 
 

           From the Einstein equations specialized  to the FRW metrics:  In  terms of H0 and Ω0 the Friedmann equation can be recast as: 

		 
!a2

H0
2 =Ω0

εa2

ε0
+(1−Ω0)

If 𝜀 = 𝜀(a)  then we can  define: 

		 
V(a)= −Ω0

εa2

ε0
, E0 ≡1−Ω0 ⇒

!a2

H0
2 +V(a)≡E(a)=E0

Showing that the Friedmann equation has an integral of motion, E(a) ,  and 
is, therefore, a  conservative system: this will be useful to find the set of 
solutions for specific models  



 

  Example: the dipole anisotropy (Δϴ=180∘) corresponds to l =1      

COBE DMR microwave map of the sky in Galactic coordinates: 
temperature variation with respect to the mean value <T> =2.725 K.  The 
color change indicates a fluctuation of ΔT ~ 3.5 mK   ⇒ ΔT/T ~ 10-3 

100 



61 

Age of the Universe: in general  

 

a(t)   

a0   



      

yrtdec
 510 ~
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Baryon-to-photon number ratio and recombination 

96 
  Trec 

Fractional 
ionization 

Saha 
equation 

Baryon-to-photon 
number ratio 
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88 



      

yrtdec
 510 ~

Gyrt  14 ~0

The Early Universe is mainly in a radiation dominated regime 

~me 

110 

Number of ultra-relativistic 
degrees of freedom 



 Even though at T= 0  baryon number violating processes 
 are inhibited, at finite T:

{ 0 for  T  ≳  Tc  (unbroken phase) 

v(Tc) for  T  ≲  T c (broken phase) 

•  Baryon number violating processes are unsuppressed at T ≳ Tc ≃ 100 GeV

•  Anomalous processes violate lepton number as well but preserve B-L ! 

There can be enough  departure from thermal equilibrium ?  

(‘t Hooft ’76) 

Baryon Number Violation at finite T 
 



1st or 2nd order PT? 



     ⇒ New Physics is needed! 

In the SM the ratio vc/Tc is directly related to the Higgs mass and only for  
Mh < 40 GeV  one can have a strong PT  
       ⇒ EW baryogenesis in the SM is ruled out   (also not enough CP)

If the EW phase transition (PT) is 1st order ⇒ broken phase bubbles nucleate 
EWBG in the SM 



•   Additional bosonic degrees of freedom (dominantly the light stop contribution) 
  can make the EW phase transition more strongly first order if :  

(Carena, Quiros, Wagner ‘98) 

EWBG in the MSSM 

• With the discovery of Higgs boson with a mass mH ~126 GeV the EWBG in 
MSSM is basically dead (D.Curtin et al.arXiv:1203.2932) though very ad hoc 

loopholes have been found 



(Menon, Morissey, Wagner’04; Balazs, Carena, Freitas, Wagner et al. `07) 

•    The `𝜇-problem’ in the MSSM can be solved introducing a singlet
    chiral superfield ⇒ the mass of the (CP-even) Higgs boson 

    responsible for EWSB can be easily much higher than the Higgs mass
Discrete symmetries have to be imposed to solve the domain wall problem, 

Two popular options : 
     `Next-to-MSSM’ (NMSSM)  based on Z3

     `nearly-MSSM’ (nMSSM) based on Z5 or Z7

•    The nMSSM is interesting for EWBG because strong first order phase 
     transition does not require too light Higgs and stop masses; 

•    However chargino and Higgs mass parameters are required to be in the
     range testable at LHC and ILC

•    Constraints from EDM’s are still present but weaker than in the MSSM;
    new experiments will improve current upper bound on the electron 

    EDM and in many scenarios non zero value is expected 
•    At the same time neutralino is the LSP  and can be the Dark Matter for

     masses about 30-45 GeV 

    

EWBG in the nMSSM 



2  attitudes:

•   Optimistic: EWBG in the MSSM has strong constraints but these 
can be relaxed within other frameworks:

-  in the NMSSM 
                              (Pietroni ’92,Davies et al. ’96, Huber and Schmidt ’01)

             -  in the nMSSM 
                 (Wagner et al. ‘04)

-  in left-right symmetric models at B-L symmetry breaking
(Mohapatra  and Zhang ’92)

- all these models also start to be strongly constrained!
-  adding a scalar singlet (Choi,Volkas ’93, Espinosa et al’15,

 J.Cline et al ‘17.)
•  Pessimistic:   Still viable models start to be too ad hoc and we need some 

other mechanism: LEPTOGENESIS!

Is EWBG in general still alive ? 
(See J.Cline 1704.08911 “Is EWBG dead?”, for a review on the status of EWBG) 



Total CP asymmetries 

(Flanz,Paschos,Sarkar’95; Covi,Roulet,Vissani’96; Buchmüller,Plümacher’98) 
 

It does not depend on U ! 

            Total CP asymmetries 



N1 dominated scenario (N1 leptogenesis) 

		
z ≡

M1
T



      

Lecture III 
Leptogenesis: 

Minimal scenario, 
Flavour effects, 
BSM models. 

Weak and strong wash-out: comparison 



                             Seesaw parameter space  

 
q Popular solution in the LHC era:TeV Leptogenesis but no signs so far  
    of new physics at the TeV scale (or below) able to address the problem   
    
q Insisting with high scale leptogenesis is challenging but 
    there are a few strategies  able to reduce the number of parameters   
     

Orthogonal  
parameterisation  

Problem: too many parameters  

 
  Imposing                                ⇒ can we test seesaw and leptog.?  

(Casas, Ibarra’01) 

!! ηB0
lep !ηB0

CMB !6×10−10

(in a basis where charged lepton  
and Majorana mass matrices  
are diagonal) 

light neutrino 
parameters 

heavy neutrino parameters  
(escaping experimental information)  



(Davidson, Ibarra ’02) 
 

            Vanilla leptogenesis ⇒ upper bound on ν masses 

1) Lepton flavor composition is neglected  

3) Strong lightest RH neutrino wash-out  
  

4) Barring fine-tuned cancellations   
  

  decay parameter: 

(Buchmüller,PDB,Plümacher ’04; Blanchet, PDB ‘07) 

No dependence on the  
leptonic  mixing matrix U: 
it cancels out  

2) Hierarchical spectrum (M2 ≳ 2M1)  

‘ 

!! ηB0 !0.01NB−L
final !0.01ε1κ1

fin(K1 ,m1)

All the asymmetry is generated 
by the lightest  RH neutrino 

m1<0.12eV 



Affleck-Dine Baryogenesis 
In the Supersymmetric SM there are many “flat directions” 
in the space of a field composed of squarks and/or sleptons  

F term  D term  

(Affleck, Dine ‘85) 

A flat direction can be parametrized in terms of a  
complex field (AD field) that carries a baryon number   
that is violated dynamically during inflation  

The final asymmetry is ∝ TRH and the observed one can 
be reproduced   for low values TRH ~ 10 GeV  ! 



Gravitational Baryogenesis 
(Davoudiasl,Kribs,Kitano,Murayama,Steinhardt ‘04) 

It works   efficiently and asymmetries even much larger than  
the observed one are generated for  TRH >> 100 GeV 
 

TRH 

The key ingredient is a CP violating interaction between the derivative of  
the Ricci scalar curvature R  and the baryon number current Jm: 

It is natural 
to have this 
operator in 
quantum gravity 
and in supergravity 

Cutoff 
scale of 
the effective 
theory 



 
 

q  Lower bound on M1 (an therefore on TRH) is not relaxed  
    upper bound on m1 is slightly relaxed to ~0.2eV 
 
q  In the case of real Ω ⇒ all CP violation stems from low energy phases;  
    if also Majorana phases are CP conserving only δ would be responsible for the      

asymmetry:   ⇒ DIRAC PHASE LEPTOGENESIS: ηB0 ∝ |sin δ| sinΘ13 
 
q  Asymmetry produced from heavier RH neutrinos also contributes to the 

asymmetry and has to be taken into account:  
                             IT OPENS NEW INTERESTING OPPORTUNITIES 
 

 

 

Three main implications of flavour effects  



The conditions for the wash-out of a pre-existing asymmetry  
(‘strong thermal leptogenesis’) can be realised only    
within a  N2-dominated scenario where  the final asymmetry  
is dominantly produced in the tauon flavour  

Residual “pre-existing”  
asymmetry  possibly  
generated by some  
external mechanism 
 
 

  
Asymmetry generated  
from  leptogenesis  

……… …… 

The problem of the initial conditions in flavoured leptogenesis  

K2τ >> 1 

K1e,µ >> 1 
K1τ ≲ 1 
 
 

         
 
        (Bertuzzo,PDB,Marzola  ‘10)  



T (GeV) 

 1011   

 109   

 103--8   

Courtesy of Michele Re Fiorentin 



        
A lower bound on neutrino masses (NO)   

(PDB, Sophie King, Michele Re Fiorentin 2014) 

Ø  The lower bound exists  if max[|Ω21|] is not too 
large) 

Starting from the flavoured decay parameters:      

m1 ≳ 10 meV⇒Si mi ≳ 75 meV   
     

and imposing K1t ≳ 1 and K1e, K1m ≳ Kst ≃ 10 (a=e,m)

NB-L= 0.001, 0.01, 0.1 
P,i 

max[|W21|2] =2  



q   It could work but only for M1 ≳5x1011 GeV (plus other conditions on Ω) 
                      ⇒density matrix calculation needed! 
 
q No  reasons for Ω to be real except when  it is a permutation of identity (from 

discrete flavour models) but then all CP asymmetries  would vanish!  
    So one needs quite a special Ω 
 
q  In general the contribution from δ is overwhelmed  by the high energy phases in Ω 

 
 
q  CP violating value of δ  is strictly speaking neither necessary nor sufficient 

condition for successful leptogenesis and no specific value is favoured model 
independently but…. 

 
q  ….it is important to exclude CP conserving values since from  
     one expects for generic mD that if there are phases in U then there are also 
     phases in Ω, vice-versa if there are no phases in U one might suspect that also Ω 
     is real (disaster!):  
               discovering CP violating value of δ would support a complex mD   
  

    

Remarks on the role of 𝜹 in leptogenesis 
Dirac phase leptogenesis: 

General considerations: 

!
mD =U DmΩ DM



Imposing SO(10)-inspired conditions 

Seesaw formula    

light neutrino mass matrix 
(flavour basis) !mν = −UDmU

T

Biunitary parameterisation    

!! = −DmD
!mν
−1DmD



 The predicted baryon asymmetry of the Universe  
from SO(10)-inspired leptogenesis 

Right-handed  
neutrino masses  
 

Right-handed  
neutrino  
phases and 
mixing 
matrix  
 



 The predicted baryon asymmetry of the Universe  
from SO(10)-inspired leptogenesis 

Flavoured decay  
parameters and  
CP asymmetries  
 

Final flavoured  
(B/3 – Lα) 
asymmetries  
 

Final total 
asymmetry and 
baryon-to-photon 
ratio  
 

Flavoured  CP 
asymmetries  
 

Efficiency factors 
At the production  
 



An example 
 



α2=4 α2=5 NORMAL ORDERING α2=1 

Rescuing SO(10)-inspired leptogenesis 
 (PDB, Riotto 0809.2285;1012.2343;He,Lew,Volkas 0810.1104 ) 

m1(eV) 

Θ23 

10-4 1 

Ø  Lower bound  
    m1 ≳ 10-3 eV  
  
  
 

ρ

σ

Ø  Majorana phases  
     constrained about  
     specific regions 
  
  
 

Ø  only marginal allowed regions for INVERTED ORDERING  
  
  
 

Ø  ϴ23 preferred in  
     the first octant 

•  I ≤ VL ≤VCKM 
•  dependence on α1 and α3 cancels out ⇒only on α2≣ mD2/mcharm 

m1(eV) 

Θ13 

10-4 

* Type II seesaw contribution provides an alternative way (Abada et al. 080.2058) 
  
  
 



        
STSO10: Majorana phases and neutrinoless double beta decay 

α2=5 

q  Majorana phases are constrained around definite values 
q  Sharp prediction on the absolute neutrino mass scale: both on m1 and mee 
q  Despite one has normal ordering, mee value might be within exp. Reach 
q  Cosmology should also at some point detect deviation from the Hier.Limit  
q  If also these predictions are satisfied exp, then p ≲ 0.01%  

mee≃ 0.8m1 ≃ 15 meV 

(PDB,Marzola1308.1107;PDB,Re Fiorentin,Marzola 1411.5478) 

Ø  NORMAL ORDERING  

Majorana phases 

(Np
B-L= 0, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1)  



        STSO10 solution: on the right track?  
(PDB, Marzola ’13) 

What is the probability  that the agreement is due to a coincidence? 
This sets the statistical significance of the agreement 

(Np
B-L= 0, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1)  

If the first octant is found then    p≲10% 
 
If NO is found then  p≲5% 
 
If sin 𝜹 < 0 is confirmed then p≲2% 
 
If cos 𝜹 < 0 is found then p≲1%? 
 
 
   



Recent fits within SO(10) models  

•   Joshipura Patel 2011; Rodejohann, Dueck ’13 : the obtained quite good fits 
   especially including supersymmetry but no leptogenesis and usually compact 
Spectrum solutions very fine tuned 
 

•  Babu, Bajc, Saad 1612.04329: they find a good fit with NO, hierarchical RH 
neutrino spectrum but no leptogenesis 

•  de Anda, King, Perdomo  1710.03229: SO(10) x S4x Z4
R x Z4

3
 model: 

     it fits fermion parameters and also find successful leptogenesis respecting the 
      constraints we showed: interesting prediction on neutrinoless double beta decay  
      effective neutrino mass mee ~11 meV. 
 
 
 
 
      

 
 
 
 
   



Recent fits within SO(10) models: an example  
(Joshipura Patel 2011; Rodejohann, Dueck ‘13 ) 

Recently Fong,Meloni,Meroni,Nardi(1412.4776) have included leptogenesis for the non-
SUSY case obtaining successful leptogenesis: but such a compact RN neutrino spectrum 
implies huge fine-tuning. Too simplistic models? What solution: non renormalizable terms? 
Type II seesaw term? SUSY seems to improve the fits and also give 1 hier. solution 

No type II seesaw 
contribution: it does not 
seem to help the fits  



SUSY SO(10)-inspired leptogenesis  
(PDB, Re Fiorentin,Marzola,1512.06739) 

tan β = 5 tan β = 50

It is possible to lower TRH to values consistent with the gravitino problem for mg ≳ 30 TeV  
(Kawasaki,Kohri,Moroi,0804.3745) 

(Blanchet,Marfatia 1006.2857) 
Alternatively, for lower gravitino masses, one has to consider non-thermal SO(10)-inspired 
leptogenesis 



An example of realistic model: 

SO(10)-inspired leptogenesis in the “A2Z model”   
(S.F. King 2014) 

Neutrino sector:  

CASE B:  CASE A:  



Leptogenesis in the “A2Z model”  
(PDB, S.King 2015) 

The only sizeable CP asymmetry is the tauon asymmetry but K1t >> 1 !   

Flavour coupling (mainly due to the hypercharge Higgs asymmetry) is 
then crucial to produce the correct asymmetry: 
(Antusch,PDB,Jones,King 2011) 



(PDB, S.F. King 1507.06431) 

There are 2 solutions (only for NO)  

CASE A CASE B 

This region will be tested relatively quickly: it is now 
quite disfavoured by  the new data    



A popular class of SO(10) models  
(Fritzsch, Minkowski, Annals Phys. 93 (1975) 193-266; R.Slansky, Phys.Rept. 79 (1981)  
1-128; G.G. Ross, GUTs, 1985;  Dutta, Mimura, Mohapatra, hep-ph/0507319;  
G. Senjanovic hep-ph/0612312) 
In SO(10) models each SM particles generation + 1 RH neutrino are assigned to a 
single 16-dim representation. Masses of fermions arise from Yukawa interactions of 
two 16s with vevs of suitable Higgs fields. Since:  

The Higgs fields of renormalizable SO(10) models can belong to 10-, 126-,120-dim 
representations yielding Yukawa part of the Lagrangian 

After SSB of the fermions at MGUT=2x1016 GeV one obtains the  masses: 
    up-quark mass matrix 

down-quark mass matrix 
neutrino mass matrix 
charged lepton mass matrix 

RH neutrino mass matrix 
LH neutrino mass matrix 

Simplest case but clearly 
non-realistic: it predicts 
no mixing at all (both in  
quark and lepton  
Sectors). For realistic  
models one has to add at  
least the 126 contribution 

NOTE: these models do respect SO(10)-inspired conditions 
    



Decays: a distinct flavour composition 

    

 
 
 Energy neutrino flux 

Hard  
component 

Flavour composition  
at the detector  
(Normal Hierarchy) 

For Normal Hierarchy it is interesting that the electron neutrino hard 
component is strongly suppressed (it can be even vanishing). 
 
At the detector this is smeared out by mixing but it might be still 
testable in future. 
 
 



 Cosmic ingredients 
(Hu, Dodelson, astro-ph/0110414 ) 

(Planck 2015, 1502.01589 ) 

!!ΩB0h
2 =0.02222±0.00023

!!
ΩCDM ,0h

2 =0.1198±0.0015~5ΩB ,0h
2

!Ω0 =1.005±0.005 	ΩΛ0 =0.685±0.013

		 

h≡
H0

100km s−1 Mpc−1
=0.67±0.1

ΩB0 !0.048
ΩCDM ,0 !0.26
ΩM ,0 !0.308


